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Abstract
The Cisco Academy for the Vision Impaired (CAVI) has been delivering the Cisco Academy
Programs to blind and vision impaired students in Western Australia since 2003. In 2007 the
program was expanded to include students located in other parts of Australia and the U.S.A, 25 in
total. In 2008 enrolments of legally blind students reached 146, from countries including Australia,
Canada, Egypt, India, Sri Lanka, and the U.S.A.
Providing facilities that support these students through their studies has been very rewarding. In
order to achieve the practical components of the CCNA courses, remote access to router and
switch bundles was necessary. Available network simulation applications have not been designed
with consideration given to the access needs of visually impaired students.
This paper presents the development of an accessible, cost effective, laboratory with remote access
and describes both the functionality available and the modifications necessary for the blind to
undertake CCNA laboratory sessions remotely.
Also discussed is the development of a network simulator, iNetSim, that illustrates methodologies
that may be applied to make existing simulation packages accessible.
Finally a brief comparison of the performance of these students against sighted students and the
CISCO global student community has been included.
Keywords: networking laboratories, vision impaired, accessible elearning

1. INTRODUCTION
Curtin University of Technology commenced offering the Cisco Network Academy Program to mainstream
(sighted) students as part of the Bachelor of Technology (Computer Systems & Networking) degree program in
2002. Shortly after, four vision impaired students expressed an interest in entering the Bachelor of Technology
program. These students faced significant problems with accessibility to the Cisco course on-line materials used
in the degree as these materials are generally not accessible to non-sighted users. Extending the Cisco courses to
vision impaired students posed considerable teaching and learning challenges.
As a consequence the Cisco Academy for the Vision Impaired (CAVI) has been delivering the Cisco Academy
Programs to blind and vision impaired students since 2003, with up to 9 students per year from the local area. In
2007 the program was expanded to include students located in other parts of Australia and the U.S.A, with 25
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vision impaired students enrolled in that year. In 2008 the enrolments of legally blind students reached 146, from
countries including Australia, Canada, Egypt, India, Sri Lanka, and the U.S.A.
In order to achieve the practical components of the CCNA courses, remote access to router and switch bundles
was required. This paper describes the remote laboratory facilities established for these students, a network
simulation application developed and comments on the assessment results achieved.

1.1 The mechanics of delivering the curricula
The Cisco curriculum is “media rich” including content delivered as Flash and interactive web pages. This
style of delivery is often unsuitable for vision impaired persons. The arrangement of frames is inaccessible to
screen review applications (speech output) but, of greater significance, the curriculum relies heavily on visual
keys to illustrate learning objectives. Several problems, not apparent to most sighted users, are also inherent in
the curriculum design. The first problem is that the diagrams are extremely difficult to access or even explain to
a person who has been blind since birth. The second problem is that the arrangement of frames and the lack of
correct ALT labels add to the complexity of the presented material.
An ALT label is a text label for an image. If someone views the page using a browser that does not support
images or if the browser is set to have image loading turned off, they will see the ALT label in its place. ALT
labels are especially important for users with disabilities who are browsing the web using a screen reader.
The vision impaired students also advise they have no way of accessing the content of interactive sessions and
find the supporting text confusing and misleading. To overcome these issues many supporting applications and
documents were created but are beyond the scope of this document.
The CAVI program utilizes blind instructors to deliver the Cisco course materials with the support of a sighted
teaching assistant. Blind instructors have first hand experience of the difficulties encountered by the vision
impaired students and understand the most effective ways of presenting the materials. The classroom
environment consists of a laboratory containing a network of PCs fitted with assistive technologies, routers and
associated network equipment.
Classes run two full days per week over the academic year. Local students physically attend classes and remote
students log in (via the Internet) to a virtual classroom to listen to the lectures and participate in the tutorial
exercises. The virtual classroom provides the facilities for students to talk to one another as well as communicate
with the instructors, similar to a normal classroom environment. The lectures are recorded and made available as
audio files on the project website along with other teaching materials for access by the students at any time.
It may be argued that the most difficult issue in delivering eLearning to blind students is that of explaining the
meaning of graphical information. To overcome this issue, textual descriptions were created for all graphics used
in the courses, including the curriculum, laboratory manuals and on-line exams. An example textual description
(FIGURE 1B) is given in the excerpt below and refers to the diagram in FIGURE 1A, graphic 2 of 4 in the text
description.

FIGURE 1A. Example diagram from CCNA2 version 3.1 section 1.1.3
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Page has 4 graphics
Graphic 1 shows the segmentation with routers. There are four hubs and one router in the picture. Router is in
the middle connected to hubs in four corners, three stations (PC) are connected to each hub.
Segmentation with routers provides:
More manageable, greater functionality, multiple activate paths
Smaller broadcast domain
Operates at layer 3
Graphic 2 show routers connected by WAN technologies. There are 10 routers in the graphic. Four of them are
connected to each other in a square shape (each one corner of a square). If we name these routers from 1 to 4
clockwise starting from the left top, router number 1 is connected to router number 2 with ATM (Asynchronous
Transfer Mode). Router number 2 is connected to router number 3 with T1/E1 and T3/E3. Router number 3 is
connected to router number 4 with ATM. Router number 4 is connected to router number 1 with T1/E1 and
T3/E3.Each of these four routers are connected to other routers.
Router number 1 is connected to two other networks one a cable modem via a router and other one X.25 via
other router.
Router number 2 is connected to a dial-up modem via a router.
Router number 3 is connected to SDMS via a router and to xDSL via another router.
Router number 4 is connected to ISDN network via a router.
There are antenna signal to router number 3 and satellite signal to ISDN router connected to router number 4.
……………..

FIGURE 1B. Textual description of FIGURE 1A
Further details of the teaching aids used in the project can be found in Murray and Armstrong [3] and on the
project website http://www.cucat.org

2. THE REMOTE LABORATORY USER EXPERIENCE
Laboratory exercises form a significant portion of the curriculum. In order for students situated remotely to
access and participate in the laboratory sessions, a functional, remotely accessible network topology was
developed. The configuration illustrated was developed for the CCNA version 3.1 curriculum, with work
currently underway to reconfigure for Discovery and Exploration curricula to be delivered in 2009. Laboratory
equipment generally consists of three routers and two switches (see FIGURE 2). The configuration may be
described as two branch offices, say Perth and Sydney, connected together via the ISP or Internet cloud [1]. The
edge routers are commonly configured by the students to allow connectivity via the middle router (Router
1,cloud or ISP) with the Router 2 to Router 3 link disconnected. Local students interact directly with the routers’
configuration via serial (console) interfaces.
A problem exists when attempting to allow remote students access to “real” routing hardware. The routers may
not be placed on any production networks, as student configuration activities may interfere with normal network
services, and initial configurations must be entered via the console connection. Therefore requirements for a
remote lab must allow students to perform:
•

Initial configuration via the console cable

•

Remote power cycling of network equipment and workstations
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•

Connectivity tests

•

Advanced router and switch configuration.

One commercially available system does exist, Netlab, which was developed and is distributed by NDG
(http://www.netdevgroup.com/), however, the cost of this system is a major factor hindering its adoption. In
addition, the java based applications in Netlab, including the booking system, and telnet client to interact with
the network hardware and server system are not accessible by screen readers (critical software utilised by blind
computer users to convert on-screen information to audio or Braille output).
The system developed at CAVI costs significantly less than the Academy Edition of Netlab. It does not offer
advanced features such as equipment booking but performs all the required functions for the vision impaired
class applications. In its simplest form, it consists of the standard CCNA laboratory bundle: 3 routers and 2
switches, with several virtualised Linux PC servers running FTP, HTTP, Telnet and other associated services.
All may be accessed by their serial ports (see FIGURE 2).

FIGURE 2. Standard router bundle (left) & Switch Bundle (right)
A standard serial port or console switch is used to access the devices in the laboratory bundle. Remote students
may telnet into the console server (a device that allows Ethernet to multiple serial port connections), accessing
the routers, switches and Linux servers from any locality worldwide. The use of Linux on the host and server
machines is necessary as the command line may be accessed through the serial ports allowing the students to
connect directly to the server hosting the multiple virtual machines. Users may then telnet to the virtual
machines and access the command line via the screen reader. Virtualised GUI based operating systems are not
easily accessible to assistive technology when installed behind the console switch. The physical layout of the
remote laboratory equipment is depicted in FIGURE 3.
FIGURE 4 illustrates an active telnet session logged into the remote bundle. As the routers are on their own
network, with remote access attaching only to the serial ports, this system does not offer any security risk to the
institution utilising it. Once the student has authenticated with the console switch (simple plain text password) a
list of available equipment is displayed, as shown in FIGURE 5.
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FIGURE 3. Teaching environment (left) and physical remote laboratory equipment layout (right)

FIGURE 4. Active console session
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[Murray-2:~] iainmurray% telnet 134.7.43.171
Trying 134.7.43.171...
Connected to 134.7.43.171.
Escape character is '^]'.
Enter Password: ********
PORT STATUS:
PORT |

NAME

Version 3.0,
|

Site ID: Curtin -o o- --oo o- -o oo -o

PASSWORD

| STATUS | MODE | BUFFER COUNT

-----+------------------+------------------+--------+--------+------------09 | Router1

| (defined)

| Free | Any

|

0

10 | Router2

| (defined)

| Free | Any

|

0

11 | Router3

| (defined)

| Free | Any

|

0

12 | WKS1

| (defined)

| Free | Any

|

0

13 | WKS2

| (defined)

| Free | Any

|

0

14 | WKS3

| (defined)

| Free | Any

|

0

FIGURE 5. Remote bundle equipment list
Several commands are available and are listed in TABLE 1. Connection to equipment is made via the /C n
command, where n = required equipment port number.

TABLE 1. Console switch command menu
As the booking system was incomplete at the time of writing, a virtual classroom was utilised as a method of
ensuring students knew if the equipment was in use. When undertaking a laboratory, students logged into the
Ventrilo server (a voice communication application designed for on-line gamers) and entered the appropriate
channel, as shown in FIGURE 6. In this way students can tell if a particular bundle is in use and also may
conduct laboratory sessions collaboratively with other students.
Power cycling of equipment is undertaken by authenticating first to the console switch and connecting to the
remote power switch. The power switch may then be used to power down individual devices within the bundle.
This is usually done with a secondary telnet session, allowing access to the router/switch to be power cycled and,
therefore, the boot process to be interrupted (as in the case of password recovery laboratories). Each device may
be powered on, off or rebooted. FIGURE 7 illustrates the process of remotely rebooting a router.
Once connected via telnet, students may configure routers, switches and workstations in the same manner as if
physically present. One such session is shown in FIGURE 7. Although this system allows laboratories to be
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completed, including e-Labs it has several shortcomings. These include the lack of a formal booking system,
leading to students attempting to access the limited resources while others are engaged in laboratory sessions and
it does not give students experience with the physical cabling of network systems.
To assist students with understanding the physical aspects of cabling, recorded audio demonstrations of the
physical features of cables, connectors and their locations on switch and router hardware are conducted. In these
demonstrations, a local vision impaired student conducts a supervised cable lab, describing in detail what they
“feel” and how connections are made, in much the same manner as video is utilized for sighted students.

FIGURE 6 Ventrilo session
channel)

(note users in the “Pod 1”

FIGURE 7 Remotely rebooting the router

3. INETSIM NETWORK SIMULATOR FOR APPLE OS X
iNetSim is a accessible network simulator, created to allow both vision-impaired and sighted users to complete
CCNA 2 laboratory sessions without access to the networking hardware [2]. Existing software used in the
CCNA course for network simulation and laboratory practice (Packet Tracer) and in the eLabs is not accessible
to those with impaired vision as it utilises images of network topology, allows only mouse selection of network
devices and tools and is incompatible with screen reading software.
In contrast, iNetSim has been developed to be accessible by blind and vision impaired users in addition to those
with normal vision. All user interface and network topology elements are accessible via the Apple screen reader
(VoiceOver) keyboard shortcuts and provide a meaningful response when read by VoiceOver. Network
simulators usually rely on the use of a mouse to add simulated communication links between devices, place
network devices on the work area canvas, select configuration options and view simulation results. To connect
two devices with a communications link, the user must generally click on icons for the simulated devices and
drag the connection to its end point, another network device under normal circumstances. As this is usually not
possible for vision-impaired users, iNetSim also incorporates the use of tables for connecting devices. Tables are
used to alter a device’s location in the topology area, and configure ports and links. Tables are used, because
navigation with speech prompts can be achieved with VoiceOver shortcut keys and cursor keys. iNetSim can be
used solely with the keyboard, therefore the eye and hand issues faced by vision-impaired students can be
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avoided. As a GUI is also available, sighted iNetSim users can alternatively use a more traditional drag-drop
mouse-based interface.
The system is capable of representing several generic network devices including routers, switches, hubs and
PCs. Each device must be configured via a command line for correct operation. FIGURE 8 illustrates the
application running with the textual command line terminal session to Router0 open. Note that the IP address on
Router0, interface S1 is set to the same value as in the port table (highlighted) under the main canvas. Selecting
values from the drop down boxes or edit fields in the main application window has the same effect as entering
the command line configuration. Changes made with either method will be reflected throughout the application.
This allows rapid basic configuration to be undertaken by the instructor so that students may concentrate on the
particular task in the session.

FIGURE 8 iNetSim with command line terminal session open. The text in the floating window shows the text
read by VoiceOver
Each device may have several ports of different types including Ethernet, serial and console. The user creates a
connection by specifying two ports to connect and a cable type. Removing a connected port disables the
connection the same way unplugging a cable would in a real network. The command line interface to devices
also provides control and feedback over the simulation. The interface acts in a similar way to the operating
system for that device type (e.g. a generic DOS-like system for PCs and Cisco IOS for routers). A subset of the
commands applicable to CCNA 2 allows the user to display and modify device configuration, establish routing
protocols and ping, Traceroute or telnet to other devices. iNetSim maintains a representation of routing tables to
simulate these tasks correctly.
A completed laboratory is depicted in the screen capture illustrated in FIGURE 8. Note the configuration
entered in the terminal screen matches the configuration in the tables and the successful pings from both the
routers and workstations.
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4. PACKET TRACER EXERCISES AND ELABS
The combination of access to real network hardware and a practice environment in the simulation software has
been shown to be a valuable resource. CAVI has converted Discovery Packet Tracer exercises and eLabs (from
CCNA version 3.1) to a format that may be run on the remote bundles so that students receive a similar learning
experience to that of their sighted peers. These conversions include descriptions of graphics and network
topologies, starting router configurations that are pasted into the routers and accessible instructions on laboratory
procedure. The disadvantage is in cases where a large number of network devices are required, simplified
topologies were used due to restrictions on the quantity of network devices in the remote bundle.

5. ASSESSMENT RESULTS
Of particular importance were the final results in the on-line exams. The Cisco Network Academy connection
site (http://cisco.netacad.net) allows instructors to view exam results for all students who have completed the online tests. A comparison of results for the final exam in each of the four courses undertaken was performed in
three demographic groups presented in TABLE 2. The vision impaired group of 24 students included 19 using
remote access from around the world and, in practice, the local students also used the remote bundle system.
Results are for students who undertook the same exam form. Numbers of students sitting the exams differ for
each question in the population group so an average is taken across all questions. The sighted class sample was
selected for the same reason and was also a class taught by one of the authors that was similar in number to the
group of vision impaired students.

TABLE 2 Final exams participant numbers
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of vision impaired to sighted students final exam results
As can be noted by the graph in FIGURE 9, the vision impaired group consistently scored better across the full
range of courses when compared to the sighted groups. The population group may not be representative as no
level of support, availability of resources and other relevant information is available for this group. The sighted
group may be directly compared as they consisted of students taught at Curtin University of Technology as part
of their coursework in the Bachelor of Technology (Computer Systems and Networking) and as such had a
comparable educational background and access to resources such as laboratory equipment and information.

6. CONCLUSION
Whilst the use of the remote bundle overcomes many of the limitations imposed by delivering CCNA
laboratories to remote blind and vision impaired students, further work is required to improve functionality and
ease of use. A method of booking and authentication of users is currently under development as part of a “front
end” web portal to streamline the connection to network devices.
iNetsim was successful in proving that network simulators may be made accessible. However, it is now
considered that, with the availability of Packet Tracer API’s and the Packet Tracer Messaging Protocol a
possible way forward in accessibility is to develop an accessible extension (a user interface) that communicates
with Packet Tracer. This would have the benefit of utilizing the superior Packet Tracer library of devices and
protocols and the support and continuing development without duplication of resources.
The two solutions presented in this paper assist in overcoming the laboratory issues involved in remote delivery
to vision impaired students, however, there are many significant obstacles in accessibility that have also been
addressed in the CAVI project [3]. The CAVI classes offer a holistic environment tailored to cater for blind and
low vision students without compromising course quality and student outcomes. Using the environment and
tools established by CAVI students with severe vision impairment are able to undertake the same Cisco courses
as their sighted counterparts.
Comparison of the assessment results for vision impaired students with their sighted peers shows they performed
at least as well and indicates that the difficulties faced by the visually impaired students can be overcome.
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